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Skill  h i   i  AVC Skill sharing session AVC 2011

• what makes the ground tremble?

•What to do before 

•What to do during

•What to do after

Session 
Objectives

• Definition of earthquake
• Earthquake causes 
• Characteristic of earthquake 
• Warning signs 
• Nature 

D   
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• Danger zones 
• Secondary hazards

All of Nepal is a high-risk earthquake zone and is ranked 11th in terms of 
the earthquake risk. Out of 21 cities around the world that lie in seismic 
zones, the Nepal's capital is at the highest risk of death and destruction
(Global Disaster Risk Reduction Report, UNDP) 

What is What is 
earthquake?earthquake?

“ Earthquake is tremor felt in the earth surface due to different geological, 
geomorphologic factors”-mainly due to,

• Volcanic eruption
• Movement of tectonic plate/fault line

Nepal experience big earthquake after interval of 75 years (based on the studies). If 
we look on the facts Nepal is in due earthquake  We are in Risk 
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we look on the facts Nepal is in due earthquake. We are in Risk 

Kathmandu valley earthquake risk scenario (NSET and GeoHazard International study-
2003) consequences of a major earthquake of the magnitude that hit the area in 1934 (BS 1990)

Deaths: around 40,000
Injuries: above 95,000
Home less peoples: 700,000
Structural collapse (house): 60%
Bridge collapse: 50%
Road collapse: 10%
Water pipes: 95%
Communication: 60%
Electricity: 40%

Earthquake Earthquake 
causescauses

Volcanic eruption: The plates consist of 
an outer layer of the Earth, the 
lithosphere, which is cool enough to 
behave as a more or less rigid shell. 
Occasionally the hot inner core  
asthenosphere of the Earth finds a 
weak place in the lithosphere to rise World overview: 
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p p
buoyantly as a plume, or hotspot. This 
causes the movement of the tectonic 
plates. 

Movement of tectonic plate/fault line: 
There are three main plate tectonic 
environments: extensional, transform, 
and compressional. Large number of fault 
line exists in the world (92 in Nepal; 2 in 
Kathmandu valley) 

Tectonic plate-8
Sub tectonic plate-
22 (further divided)

Fault lines-many 
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Seismic Seismic 
DeformationDeformation

When an earthquake fault ruptures, it 
causes two types of deformation: static;
and dynamic. Static deformation is the 
permanent displacement of the ground 
due to the event. The earthquake cycle
progresses from a fault that is not under 
stress, to a stressed fault as the plate 
tectonic motions driving the fault slowly 
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proceed, to rupture during an earthquake 
and a newly-relaxed but deformed state. 

Typically, someone will build a straight 
reference line such as a road, railroad, 
pole line, or fence line across the fault 
while it is in the pre-rupture stressed 
state. After the earthquake, the formerly 
straight line is distorted into a shape 
having increasing displacement near the 
fault, a process known as elastic 
rebound. 

Seismic Seismic 
waveswaves--
dynamic dynamic 
deformation deformation 

The second type of deformation, dynamic motions, 
are essentially sound waves radiated from the 
earthquake as it ruptures. While most of the plate-
tectonic energy driving fault ruptures is taken up by 
static deformation, up to 10% may dissipate 
immediately in the form of seismic waves. 

The mechanical properties of the rocks that seismic 
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The mechanical properties of the rocks that seismic 
waves travel through quickly organize the waves into 
two types. Compressional waves, also known as 
primary or P waves, travel fastest, at speeds between 
1.5 and 8 kilometers per second in the Earth's crust. 
Shear waves, also known as secondary or S waves, 
travel more slowly, usually at 60% to 70% of the 
speed of P waves. 

P waves shake the ground in the direction they are 
propagating, while S waves shake perpendicularly or 
transverse to the direction of propagation. 

Some pictures Some pictures 
of faultsof faults

In geology a fault, or fault line, is a planar rock fracture 
which shows evidence of relative movement. Large faults 
within the Earth's crust are the result of differential or shear 
motion and active fault zones are the causal locations of 
most earthquakes. Earthquakes are caused by energy 
release during rapid slippage along a fault. A fault which 
runs along the boundary between two tectonic plates is 
called a transform fault.

Since faults do not usually consist of a single  clean fracture  
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One of the US most famous, the San 
Andreas Fault, a right-lateral strike-slip 
fault; it caused the massive 1906 San 
Francisco Earthquake. 

Since faults do not usually consist of a single, clean fracture, 
the term fault zone is used when referring to the zone of 
complex deformation that is associated with the fault plane. 

Characteristic of Characteristic of 
earthquakeearthquake

Some of the significant characteristic of earthquake are:

Duration: The damage due to earthquake is also characterized by the duration 
of the shake and distance from the hypocenter (below the earth) to epicenter 
(earth crust)

Distance: The strength of the earthquake also depends upon distance from the 
epicenter to the impact area.  
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Deformation: What kind of deformation is this? 

Richter scale (magnitude/strength): The Richter scale (magnitude) defines the 
damage and loss due to earthquake and explains its severity. Difference in 1 
RH Scale produce 32 fold energy release. 

Frequency (after shocks): The interval of the earthquake posses energy 
variation and explains its severity. The aftershocks are also predicated after 
earthquake that can last for week to months. Similarly, a statistical expression 
of the average time period between EQ equaling or exceeding a given 
magnitude also explains earthquakes severity. 

Type of soil: Impact, shaking depend upon the nature of soil. Shaking increase 
on soft, thick and wet soil. 

Cause of earthquake Cause of earthquake 
in Nepal in Nepal 

1. Nepal lies in the boundary of Chinese and Indian tectonic 
plate 

2. Indian plate is moving inside Chinese plate by 2cm each 
year
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3. The movement of tectonic plate activated fault lines (in 
Nepal total 92 fault line exists and 2 active fault line in 
Kathmandu valley)

Post warning signPost warning sign

No sign for earthquake, but possible to receive post 
earthquake warning sign 

After shock up to several weeks and months

Potential to bring secondary hazards
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Indigenous warning sign for earthquake 

Animal behavior: movement of animals, snake 
coming out of holes

Pre shocks: light shock experienced (very 
sensitive to measure). Need to calculate 
seismic waves and calculate distance, possible 
to forecast warnings-possible for next few 
seconds.    
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Danger zones Danger zones 

1. Collapsed structures 

2. Falling rubbles 

3. Rubble heap  

4. Secondary hazards: open and flowing electricity lines, sharp 
objects
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5. Weak and fragile structures (Nepali context) 

6. Area under possible loot

7. Partially destroyed buildings, holes and big cracks (access roads)

8. Liquefied plane 

9. Chemical, toxic and gasoline stored area (potential for blasting)   

Secondary hazards Secondary hazards 

Secondary hazards to 
rescuer

Snake bites

Landslides, flooding 

Infections 

Secondary hazards to affected 
peoples 

Shaking and ground rupture

Landslides, flood and avalanches 

Epidemics: skin and eye infections
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Falling structures and rubbles 

Psychological trauma

Fatigue  

Electricity lines/ shock  

Injuries/deaths 

Fire 

Epidemics: skin and eye infections, 
Cholera, Diarrhoea (Human Impacts) 

Environmental pollution

Fire

Soil liquefaction

Tsunami 

Medical Care Problem

Emergency Response
Problems

Others (Fire, Landslide)

Sources of Earthquake Risk

Building Collapse

Building Collapse

Medical Care Problem

Emergency Response Problems

Others (Fire, Landslide)

Seismic 
Safety

Strategy for Earthquake Risk Reduction

Do not 
increase the 
risk

Decrease 
existing risk

Prepare for 
possible 
consequences

All new construction – make earthquake safe

Non structural elements – make safe, place properly

Strengthen existing vulnerable buildingsKnow safe and unsafe places in your environment

Know safe and unsafe behavior

Plan for emergencies – individual / institutional

Talk in your family, neighborhood and prepare at 
community level

Consider earthquake safety in all new 
development/planning activities

Strengthen existing vulnerable infrastructures
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Nepal Earthquake Risk Management Program 
(NERMP)

 Implemented by NRCS/NSET with the funding support 
from USAID/OFDA

 Logical continuation of

 Kathmandu Valley Earthquake Risk Management Project 
(KVERMP) and 

 Action Plan Implementation Project (APIP)

 Components

 School Earthquake Safety

 Public Awareness

 Capacity Building

H it l   d  th  i f t t

School Earthquake Safety Program

AwarenessAwareness

Mason TrainingMason Training

School RetrofitSchool Retrofit

Training and Education
Awareness Program

Awareness Rally 
and Mass Meeting

Shake Table DemonstrationShake Table Demonstration
Earthquake Mobile Clinics
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Possible Evacuation sites in Lalitpur

Program for Enhancement of Emergency Response 
(PEER)1. Medical First Responder (MFR)

2. Collapsed Structure Search & Rescue (CSSR)
3. Hospital Preparedness for Emergencies (HOPE)
4. Community Earthquake Preparedness

Glimpse of Pakistan Earthquake
 08 October 2005, 7.6 Richter Scale

 Building Typologies: 

 RCC, Brick in cement, Stone in cement, Stone in Mud, Timber 
 Ad b    structure, Adobe etc. 

 All are without earthquake resistant

Glimpse of Pakistan Earthquake
 Effects 

 Number of people killed: > 82,000

 Number people injured: 100,000

 Number of homeless: 3,300,000

 No of Hospital damaged: 1,000

 Muzaffarabad, Capital of AJK completely destroyed

6 ways to limit damage:

1. Check earthquake protocol with your Embassy or 
Consulate

2. Check for Hazards in the Home
3. Identify Safe Places Indoors and Outdoors 
4. Educate Yourself and Family Members
5. Have Disaster Supplies on Hand 
6. Develop an Emergency Communication Plan

• If indoors

•If outdoors

•If in a moving vehicleg

•If trapped
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• Expect aftershocks

•Listen to battery operated radio or television

•Use telephone only for emergency callsUse telephone only for emergency calls

•Open cabinets with caution

•Stay away from damaged areas

WWW.NSET.ORG


